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PLAHING-STJRFAOE TESTS AT LARGE lWIOUDE

NUMBERS - AIRFOIL COMPARISON*

By A. Sambraus

INTRODUCTION

.The take-off capacity of a flying boat depends upon
the design of the hull bottom ahead as well as aft of the
stepc Sy~tematic tests - largely made by the Industry
itself - had proved the benefit accruing from a well-
deslgned hull bottom long before theoretical insight into
the flow phenomena involved had been obtained. The theo-
retical framing of the problem was beset with serious dif-
ficulties and, though restricted to the processes within
range of the planing bottom ahead of the step, the solu-
tions do not as yet afford a comprehensive eurvey.

Planing-—
9urface,
airfoil.——

NOTATIOE

acceleration of gravity.

density.

plate speed.

vertical speed component at planing surface.

plate width (at right angles to V)..
.

plate length (in V direction) (for planing
surface = area of pressure surfaoe divided
by b). “

*nGleltfl&chenversuche bei grossen Froudeschen Zahlen und
Tragfl&gelverglel sh.if Luftfahrtforschung, vol. 13,
no. 8, Auguet 20, 1936, pp. 269-280.
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Planing I Airfoil -
gurfcco

In

‘v

distance of lift “resultant
from trniling edge of plr.te. “

depth of immersion.

angle of attack of plate.

“effective” angle of attack =
p minus angle of domnwash fli.

supplementary angle of attack
due to boundary-layer friction
at planing surface.

angle of downwash due to infi-
nite width of surface in mo-
tion free from gravity.

Froude number.

Reynold~ Number.

load factor.

t

forward plate loading.

rear plate loading.

mometitum of downward moving
fluid mass.

mass reduced to vi moving
downward per length Iioneiiat
infinitely small angle of at-
tack.

mass reduced
downward per
finite angle

to v
k

moving
lengt “onen at
of attack.
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Ro. .

R.

AO=RO CO a ~

A= R COS ~

v=fire;=#--
0

Wz

WR

K

3

. Alrf~ “

.Eo f nor”mal force of plate at hfi- .
nttely small angle of” attack.

TJI normal force of plate pt finite
angle bf attack (fig. 1).

Lof=Rot cos P lift at infinitely small anglo
of attack.

L! = af Cos p lift at finite angle of attack.

HI
Lf=—

At

m. 1 ‘ &’ conversion factor. .

I
Al

% = —---- lift coi3fflcienti

horizontal push-rod force.

frictiono.1 drag in boundmry-
lnyer drag coefficient.

drng coefficient.

auxiliary quantity (taken from
fig.. .18 of reference 2).

.“

.,

PART I

1. Previous ,Studies

In his’ method of explaining the c.asQ of accelerated”
planing, H. Wagner (refQroncos 1 and 2) disregarded both
the gravity and the fluid viscosity. He observod that, in
accolorr.tod planing ct very (infinitely) small angles of
attack, the lift of a planing surfaco Is exactly hqlf as
great as that of an identical infinltoly thin airfoil
whoso plnn correspond to the rrotted surface (pressure sur-
face) (mlrfoll comparison).
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The attempt at reconciling Wagnerts theory (refer-
ences 1 and 2) with Sottorf?s test data on flat planing
surfaces (references 3, 4, and 5) was quite satisfactory
(curve C, figs. 14 and 16) for short plates (I.e., for
small I/b) up to a%out t/b = 1 at both small and large
angles of attack within the entire range of Froude num-
bers comprising Sottorf?s program. For long plates, on
the other hand (large I/h), the agreement wae far from
satisfactory (curve D in figs. 14 to 16). This might be
due in part to the Increasing gravity effect with great
plate length”: then, too, it should be observed that Wag-
nerts theory for the case of long planing surfaces is
applicable only to very (infinitely) small angles of at-
tack. And so the discrepancies between theory and exper-
iment could be traced to the fact that the aesumptlon of
infinitely small angle of attack did not constitute a
8Ufficicntly close approximation for Sottorfts test range.

2. Experiment

“The purpose of the experiments was to elucidate these
discrepancies between theory and experiment; that is, to
seFarate as far as possible the effect of gravity and
that of the finite angle of attack. With this in mind, I
made a series of tests with the high-speed carriage in the
Prussian Experimental Laboratory for Hydraulics and Ship
Design, Berlin, on flat planing surfaces at largpst possi-
ble Froude numbers; that is, at the highest possible test
speed and with the smallest possible plates. (See table I
at end of re ort.)

7
In distinction to Sottorf~s tests

(reference 3 the peak speed V wan raised from 9.5 to
16 meters per second; and the plate width b. reduce&
from 30 to 15 centimeters, thue raising the highest ob-
tained Froude number ~= v/& to 2.37 times Its value.
The experiments with long platee and high load rating, re-
stricted to 6 meters per second speed in Sottorf~s test,
were considerably extepdod.

The experimental arrangement, patterned largely af-
ter Sottorf set-up, Is described later on.

As in Sottorf~s experiments, the plates wore left
free to trim and loaded with weights (figs. 1 and 22). At

the chosen load ratings R

$ va~a
= 0.218, 0.109, and
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0.0545* (oee table 1),
(figs.

thts asaured three groups of temts
2 to.4, 14 to-16, and 17 to 19) which, In turn,

were subdivided aooording to ~roude number (speeds) Into
test eeries with oonstaut weight loading but variable oen-
ter-of-gravity position. Table I aleo indicates the test
seriee, run with the 15- and 30-centimeter plates. To aa-
sure greater accuracy and at. the”same time afford a oheck
on Sottorfls measurements, the tests were made - as far as
the experimental set-up allowed - with the 30-centimeter
~lqte. Because it mas occasionally expedient to analyze
the test data in relation to the speed rather than the
Froude nunber (figs. 2-4, 14-.16, and 17-19), and also be-
oause the speede at equnl Froude number are proportional
to the roots of the plate widths, the speed was referred
to one plate width.. In the follo~lng it was referred and
convorted to the 30-centimeter plato (figs. 2-40 14-16,
and 17-19), the sane as Sottorf employed in his tests.

As in Sottorf~e case (figs. 1 -d 22), our experi-
ments covored:

‘1 1. The produced wetted length ~ of tho pressure1,
! surface;

2. The ensuing angle of attack P of the planing
surface: and

3. The drag Wz of the planing surface (push-rod
force).

who position of the lift resultants (fig. 1 and table
I, columns 6 nnd 13) mnd their components normal to the
planing surface (a R) -d in the plane of the planing
surface (. w~ = friction) were mathematically established
fron Gv and GH, the plato weight and W~; from WR

followed tho coefficient of friction of = —
w~

(ta-
;Vabl,

●

ble I, columns 8 and 15).

I 3. Results of Experiments (Airfoil Comparison)

I The results are shown In figures 2 to 4, with I/za ,
the reclprooal.value “of the squared Froude number E aa

I —- ..—
*Corresponding to Sottorf~s load ratings CB = 0.218,

0.109, and 0.0545 (reference 3).

I
— —.— ——- . 1A
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abscissa. The speoflB convert ed: for. the 30-centimeter
plato aro included also. Tho rtght-harid side of each one
of tho thrao plots corresponds to low speed (great grav-

ity Offoct), with the left border “1
;5 = O corresponding

to the extreme caso of infinitely h%gh speed; thht iS, tho
gravity-2rf30 problom. As ordinnto, we plotted with the
aid “of fi,~ures 14.to 16, the experimental anglo of attack
P for tho assumed I/h in flguros 2 to 4. The curves
concocting the Individual P values give the nngle-of-
cttc,ck rango for glvon 2/lJ of tho planing surfmco at . ,
constant ltft coefficient Ca.

Fi~ure 2 illustrates the results for the high load
7rating ,i.e., large P), and figures” 3 hnd 4, for low load

rating (i:o. , small p). Wlnter?s wind-tunnel t~sts* (ref-
erence 6) - the results of which are reproduced In” figure
25 - are also represented by the angles of attaclk of flat
airfoils nt doubled lift coefficients cm at p = O for

Z/b = 1, 2, amd 3. The good agreement existing-between
airfoil and pl.nning” surface test data at large Froude num-
bers, even for great plate lengths and high B (figs. 2 to
4), constitutes the first result of our work: that is, .
contrr.ry to tho origincl expectations, the airfoil. compar-
ison retr.ins ito vn,lldity even at larger nngles of nttack,

If the gravity (Froudo number) and the viscosity ex-
erted no offoct on thG process, each plotted curve would,
in conformity with the general dynamic lnw of similitude,
be m straight line ~ = oonstant; bocnuso for every one of
these curves tho plate loading was aaiiod as the square
of the speed. The slope of the curves is, in consequence,
a crltorion for the actually existing gravity and viscos-
ity Offoc’b.

Tho drag W of flat planing surfaces with no allom-
rmco for visconfty, is given in figuro 1 for given loading
R and angle P vith W = R sin, e. Figures 2 to 4 show
that V pad P increase in part and drop In part with
incrcr.sing Froude numhar; that is, uith rising gravity ef-
fect under otherwise identical conditions.

*Airfoil investigations ma?!o by E. Winter in the wind tun-
nel of tho Danzig Tochniscllen Hochschtile (chair, Professor
Flugcl). ThoSo oxperimonts aro much moro accurate than tho
hitherto known experi~ents with long surfaces by Elffel
(reforenco 7).

.
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Before proceeding with the discussion of figures 2 to
4, m fow ~ords about the viscosity effect may be to the
point. That this effect In the boundary layer is negligi-
bly small on the effective angle of attack, is borne out
by the following argument: Suppose a very thin turbulent
frlctlanal layer starts to form ~n the leading edge of the
planing surface (sig.~ 5) which at the end.of the plate
-possosses the velocity distribution according to equatton

()1= ~ 1/7 (fig ~), -
— —

V8
. whereby T= velooity of potential

flow outside of frictional layer (= plate speed), y =

distance from plate and 8 = 0.37 t
f
‘~

~
= thlokness of

frictional layer. Then the thickness 8 of the friction-
al layer at the leading edge, affected by friction while
pas~ing by tho plate, follows from

Y=t!

y=o

~
1/?

()having recourse to equation v = ~ at 81 = & (ftg.
6).

Owing to the friction on the plate, the potenticl flow

3s deflected through an angle +(‘4=8 fig. 6), whioh

is followed by an increase In effective ahgle of attack
and hence a rise in lift by AR. With minor discrepancies
the Interpretation of the test data gave A ~ = 0.15°

(table J, column 17). The experimental accuracy for the
anglo of attack being *O.1O, the friction effect mmy be
Ignored. Admittedly, the olted change AR due to the

. change in pw does not exhaust the effeo% of vlsooslty on
the lift. As on the nirfoil, the cumulative lift AR. of
the planing surface.is In a well-defined relationship with
tho friotlon in thty boundary layer. For the two-dimen-
sional airfoil problem, this relationship hcis been rather
well cleared up by Botz (references 8 and %P); hut the
three-dimensional problom of the long pl~ing surface pre-
sents so much greater difficulties, whioh probably will
not be ovorcomo until after exh-.ustlve measurements of the
actual velocity distribution in the boundary layer have
been mtide and when it beoomos possible to ascertain the
cumulative lift AR by mcasuroment. m

- ..—” — . — .
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After this digression, we return to our discussion of
figures 2 to 4.

According to lfagner~s theoretical reasoning, the drag
(angle of =ttack ) of F2Q!LQQg&sbQzl_~~ and given load-
ing Increases with increasin~ gravity effect (decreasing
Froude number). The experiments (figs. 2-4) actually man-
ifest thifl effect on short plates (at lea.et up to t/b =
2) at all load stages. In fact, these short plates dle-
closod, even at the highest I?roude numbers reached in the
test, a chcnge In angle of attack (drag) with the Froude
numbo r.

As regards very long platec
($=0

the gravity ap-

pears to hnvo r. drag docrensing rather thm increasing
effect (~ = npyroximatoly constant), according to figures
2 to 4. At least, this holds true for the higheet Froudo
numbers reached In the test, which is In ltne with Sottorfte
reeults (flge. 2-4). At very low speeds the loading of
the planing surfaces is finally borne free from drag by
the buoyant lift. But it is procisoly the long plates
which, in viom of the persistence of the gravity on the
short plates at equal Froude numbers, seem to raise the
doubt es to nhether the teets ,~.ctually correspond already
to the gravity-free problom.

But thct this is actuclly the cr.se is suggeeted from

tho airfoil datn plotted xt *=0, provided these val-

uos themselves are correct and not, perhaps, afflicted
with an appreciable error due to chamforlng of the loading
and trailin~ edges, or cnused by the conversion of the test
dmta (figg. 26 mnd 27).

In ordor to bring out the accord betwoon the planing
surfr.ce and airfoil data oven more clearly, figure 7 shores

the lift coefficients R——— —
Ca = againet angle of at-

~Vabl

t~ck for tho threo load stapos, the region of maximum
Froudo numbers reached in the test ~ = 13.05 and ~ =
3.47 being shown as shaded area. (It corresponds in figs.
2-4 to tho rango between V = 22.6 and 6 meters per second. )
Tho qraph also includes half the lift coefficients co of

flat planing surfaces with the aid of figure 29. The good
agrcenent extends far beyond that predicted by Wagner for
infinitely” small angles of. ettack and includes, in fact,
a considora:~le range of Froude numbers.

——. . . ----
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!CIlleaccord between planing surface and airfoil ties
in with the follomlng theoretical consideration.

According to the theory of aerodynam%ce, the lift of
an airfoil CJag be considered as equivalent to a downward
motion remaining behind the airfoil In the fluid (fig. 8).
The same holds for the pl~ing prooess in the gravity-free
prahlem.

Then on a long, narrow plate a plane flow may be as-
sumed to existln the after-region of the plate In the
planes perpendicular to the direction of flow. The down-
ward momentum B of the water mass lying between two such
planes of distance ‘tone” is B = Vi m, whereby VI =Vp
Is the downward velocity of the water at the plate aad m

. the entrained (reduced to Vi) quantity of water. How

since this momentum of the plane flow can equally be as-
sumed to remain unch~ged behind the plate, the lift R of
the plate can be computed from the momentum theorem at

R =3V= Va$m (1)

The entrained water mase” m depende upon the form of
tho flow. At infinitely small P of the plate the en-
trained mass m = no (or mot) corresponds to half (or
whole”) the mass of the circular cylinder with diameter of
the plats width b (fig. “9):

——
On the planing surfaoe On qlrfoil

——.

m. =;pba;, (2)

For flnlts ~ the entrained water mass m of the
plnnlng su~facp corresponds to the contour of the water; .
for tho airfoil, to the form of the vortox surface ((figs.
10 c.nd 11). The vortieos shed from the lateral edges of
the airfoil appear in tho plane flow as spiral vortex
nrea,s in the rear rqg$on of the alrfoll~ ‘!l!hoform of
those contours and vortex surfaces is defined by one inde-
pendent variable, i.e., t/b , ~h~reby t = % ~ iS the
depth of the Immersed trailing edge of the planing surface
and the height of the plate of the airfoil (perpendicular
to flow direetlon) (figs. 10 and 11).

So If v (or 1st for the.airfoil) is the ratio of en-
trained mater mass m at finite P to that at infinitely
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small P or, In other words,

On tho planing surface
L

On airfoil---- ——— —---—. ——— ——

then v (and ~~ ) ccn only be dependent on t/b,

For the lift of this long plate, tho following Is
thoroforo cppllcablo:

On the planing surfacs

.r

On airfoilm——————— —..—————— . .—- ————— —

R= ~ PO Rt =VfRol

=kmoVaP = pl mot Va.p

whero%y R. &nd Rot denote the lift coefficients comput-

ed according to tho t,hcory for infinitely small ~ (that
is, c.ccor(ling to oo.uation (2), fig. 5).

TPintor~s studios P.fford a doublo chock on this lino of
roason@G for tho airfoil:

1.

2.

Iubto 1:

Does w’ r.ctually depend on t/1) only?

Eoes tho “result of the airfoil tests for tho caso
of very small immorslon depth (i.e. , small P)
with ~f = 1 agree with equation (4)?

Figuro 12 gives tho lift ratio PF = #~ = ~
o m. t

for various nirfoll lengths (narammter) and
various B (= 5°, 10°, and 15G) against

i=y. Tho individual values of
b

M were ob-

tainod from
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()by having recourse. to Winter~s data Ca P, ~

(soiid’tiubvbii, ~lg’. 29). It 1S seen - and -th-is
Is a further result of this study - that all

t,Keso test points for ~ ~ 2 lie fairly well

on one curve: that is, that th.p lift “ratio V*
is in fact dependent on %/b only.

Hote 2: The curve laid through the test
!
ointsm can be ex-

tended to the left as far as ~ = O and readi- “

Ly carried to point pf = 1. ~hat this Is fairl-

y exaet for airfoils with $ ~ 1 iS also soon

from figure 29, where tho dashed straights

Cao ()
Pt‘E

obtained from equation (4) with

w’ = 1“, represent fairly accurately the tsn-
gonts to the curvo ca (B, Z/b) at point ~ =
0. Tho minor discrep~cles from tho moan curvo
are - oxcopting experimental inaccuracies M for
short plates, in part, perhaps, attributable to

“ tho fact that the premise of piano flow in the
region of tho trailing edge iS net completely

, fulfilled. Then, too, Wintorls exporimonts, un-
fortunately, do not give a completo picture of
tho “forces on plmno airfoils. Tho test plates
woro slightly cambered at.leedlng and tralllng
edges, which at very small “~ revealsd Itself
as a disturbing Influence.

The comparison (f’igsc 2-4) discloses that at fintte P
and large ~ the tests for the planing surface lift yield
50 percent of the airfoil lift. This - the third result of
the study - mecms that, within the %ounds of experimental
accu-racy, the reduced masses for the planing surface are -
even at flni,e ~ - half as large as fcr the airfoil.

Ifhonce follows the fourth fact, to wtt: the llft con-
ditions of mlaning surfaces do not change linearly with
P (fig. 29~, And this is the renson why an attempt to de-
velop a theory for the long plate conformably to Blenkrs
(reference lQ) thecry for the short plato , &pp6ars to hold
out little yromise.

The results of the last Consideration lend point to a

deduction about the magnitudo of lift of long, longitudi-
nally curved planlng surfaces- Even these cambered planing

—
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I

.
surfaces reveal in the region-of the planing edge a plane
flow rhich should not be much unlike that on the flat plan-
ing surface (fig. 13). The total lift of such a planing
surface should therefore be just about as high as that of
a flat planing surface with the same t/b, and further-
more , thlo relation should hold for infinitely small as
well as fo% finite ~. Unfortunately, Sottorflu experi-
ments d.omot lend thomselvos to such a check on- account of
the low ~ in the experi~ents with curved plates.

Mathematical Treatnent of Figure 12
——

1--—

I/b

——

1.

2

3

7.45

30.0

21314

:,/ P

.—

L.9

L-26

;94

● 64

.31

Wr
.—.

1.21

1*61

1.80

3.04

6.01

0.087

,174

.261

.548

2.61

-——
–5 I 6r7_——-

$ = 10°

c@

2.07

1.56

1023

.86

.49

lt32 0.174

1.98 .348

2934 :522

4,10 1.295

9.29 5.22

Q_l-2- 1 10 —-

P = 15°

-HCJEI ILf ; = ;13
—

2.24 1.43 0.261

1.76 II2,24 ,522

1,45! 2.76 I ,783

1.02 4.86 1,945

● 65 12.03 7.83

to 16 contain the dc+ta for the flat plan~ng
surfaco i’n the conventional manner (reference 2, fig, 14),
with. tho ensuing B plotted a~alnst I/b for the three
10aa StagO~. The individual curves are the result of join-
ing tho test points for the difforont sgeods (Froude num-
bers).

Curve A ropresente tho test data for the highest Froude
numhor roachod in the test (figs. 2-4) and consequently,
approxinr.tus the conditions oncountorod with the gravlty-
freo problem.

.
Curve B, ohtainod from Wintorls airfoil studios (figs.

2-4, Feints at + = O) is fairly coincident with curvo A.
~

I
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Ourve O is obtained conformably to Prandtlts airfoil
theory for. the infinitely short airfoil in friotloqless,
gravity-free motion with consideration of ‘the finite- -~
in conjunction with equations (10) and (18) of reference 2.
The calbulatlon glv”en in table II was made as follows:
The value

‘ef~re~~~b~e 11 s

column 3) was computed from fig-
ure 18, , for aevbral arbitrarily ”astaumed ef-
fective ~ (table II, column 1), after whl~ the value

: = —E-
P8a*

was obtained for eaoh ~ from E =
~vll

K~pva Bw b 1 (reference 2, equation (10)) for the threa

load stages (table II, columns 4, 6, and 8). Againet these
values a8 abOciOOa, we then plotted the value ~ = ~“ + Pi

(table II, columns 5, 7, and 9) for the three load stages
as ordinato. The fact that this curve actually coincides
at certain load ~tageO with the teet data” for long platea,
is nothing more than mere chance. At still lower load
stage the test values would lie above thla ourve.

Curve D, which iS valid for the long plate In the ex-
trene case of infinitel~ small $ was arrived at as fol-
10WS: For flat planing surfaces” and very (infinitely)

small “$, it is f# = ~. From ~~ = - 4Ra - follows
mpvba. .

B
i 4R--—

= ~i/W TT P #ba
(reference 2, equation (22), whereby

It = A) rhere wi/w is a function of ~/b (fig. 9, ref-

erence 2). The mathematical -treatment is seen from table
III. When the plates are long the curve manifests a
marked d~screpancy from the experimental results.

Thla departure of curve D from the experimental re-
sults, the explanation of which formed the object of this
study, does not rest on the gravity effect but rather
upon th~ fact that the lift conditions do not change lfn-

- e;rly with the angle of ~ttaok.

Fibwres 17 to 19 givo the position of the lift re-
sultant lp/l against l/b (table I,. oolumns 6 and 13)

for the flat planing surface at the three load stages.
The speeds plotted in the upper chart again refer to the
30-centimeter plate. The corresponding curves (i.e., for
load stage twice as high) from Winterts airfoil tests “

—..-
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(figs. 28 and 30) are 81s0 g~ven for comparison. The par-
tially marked discrepancies from the curve obtained in “
airfoil tests are perhaps difficult to explain; and they
probably” constitute the chief cause of the experimental
accuracy, for slight, unavoidable errors in loading or
friction in the test lay-out - Insignificant as far as the
other measurements (p and Z)”are concerned - exerted, on
account of the great lever arns, a great influence on the
deterrninatioa of the moment about the trailing edge and
throuf;h it, upon the” position of the center of pressure.
More accurate measurements of the position of the lift re-
sultant on planing surfaces are desirable in order to re-
move the existing doubts.

TABLE II. Mathematical Treatment for Curve C (figs. 14-16)

I+q =

degree

0.3
:5
q75

1,0
1.5
2,0
3.0 ~
4,0
6F0
8.0

10.0

P- $i
.

‘arc.—
0iO0523
.00877
.0131
.0175
.0262
~0349
.C524
.0698
.1047
.1396
,1745

n.—.— —.

—.
3

K

3.99
.9$33
.978
.97
.957
.944
.918
.895
● 85
.805
.7’65

——.- —-—
415

“R--–— =0.218

; Vaba

pi = 8°

t/b

L3.4
8:08
5.42
4,08
2~77
2:11
1.44
1.11
.78”
.618
.52

B“.— ---
4.3
8:5
9:75
9.0
9:5

10.0
11.0
12.0
14.0
16.0
18.0

—- ——
6 r 7.—- —..

= 0.109

= 4°

6.7
4:04
2Y71
2~04
1.38
1.06
.72
.56
.39

● 31
.26

$0——
4.3
4.5
4,75
5,0
5.5
6.0
7.0
8.0

10.0 .
12.0
14.0 .-

:=1==
= 0.0545

=: 2°

L/b--—
3.35
2:02
1.36
1.02
.69
.53
.36
● 2%
.19
.15
.13

I/b =- 1-—: obtained from R = K;~va~bt
p Vab= KIT %
9

P“——-
2.3
2.5
2,75
3,0
3g5
490
5,0
6.0
8,0
0.0
2.0

c

(reference 23 equation 10)

(reference 2, equation 18)

.
K (reference 2, fig. 18)

.

.,.

. . .— - -.
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k/b
—-
1“
lq5
2
2,5
3
3.5
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II. Mathematical Treatment for (&ve D (figs. 14-16)
—

2 I 3[-”4”-’”-~”5

0.55
.555
.545
.53
.516
.512

= 0,218

14854
14:4
14,66
15,1
15.5
15.62

= 0,109

7;27
7~2
7F33
7D55
7.75
7.81

= 06054?5
——-.—

3:63 “
3~6
3.66
3,77
3.88
3.90

Wi/W (reference 2, fig. 91 .

p=-l 4R “1 R2
W= ~p Vab= ‘ vii ~~ -

(reference 2, equation 22)

~vt?n

4. Recapitulation

In the endeavor to adduce additional data on the proc-
. eases on planing surfaces, we attacked the problem In two

waye : complementary tests and theoretical deductions.

As regards Short. flat Dl&Q$ne aurfaceq , the result
wae as theoretically anticipated: the grav5ty hae a drag
increasing effect.

.-

X’or ~Qp’&”flat ~lanin~ mrf~, it wae found that:

1, The airfoil ~omparison retains, contrary to the
- original expectations, at large Yroude num-
bere, Itm validity even’ for greater anglea of
attack;

2. The lift conditions for planing eurfaaes of any
● length dam be expressed by one single ourve

k’ = ()1+ even with ftnite angle of attack

3, Even at finite angle of attack, the reduced. mass
ia half as great aS for the airfoil;

.

.
.,, , —,. ——, ,. ,. —.. ., -. —
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.4. Contrary to the original expectations, the lift
conditions do not chnnge “linearly with the
angle of attack.

The gravity-free problem thus appearing to be cleared
up to some extent, the effect of gravity on the angle of
attack following the drop In pressure as a reeult of the
gravity - or what is equivalent to a rotation of the flow
picture - as well as on the lift due to lmoyant lift, can
now he r!ore clearly isolated and etudied (reference 2, pp.
232-215). Thie might he important for future experimental
and theoretical studies.

PART IJ

1. Experimental Arrange;:lent (figs. 20-22)
.

A detailed description of the high-epeed carriage and
of the dra~-recording instruments can be found in refer-
ence 11. Suffice it to note here that the drag-recording
equipment is so controlled by electric contact that the
pueh rod mlvays remains horizontal. The front and eldes
of the carriage are fitted with windshlelde ae in Sottorfrs
later studies (references 4 and 5). Trial runs revealed
the necessity for damping devices fore and aft of tho
plate to dampen the plate motione.

AU distinct from Sottorfts use of woodon platee with
inserted glass strips, our plates were of plate glass 7
and 12 millimeters thick, fastened by countersunk screwe
to Lautal rnzpports. The holes in the plates, necessary
for mounting, were plugged with sealing wax. For the de-
termination of the wetted length the glass plates carried
a scale counting from the trailing edge.

2. Teet Procedure “

The tests followed a systematic schedule including all.
data on m+qnitude -and distribut?.on of the loading weights.
This reduced the number of runs necessary for exploring
the questionable regione to a minimuu. The plate was left
free to trtm during the run. The test data fOr giV(3n ,
nmount and position of loading included:

1. !lhe ensuing wetted length 1 of the pressure
surface;



I
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2. The eneuing angle of attaok P of the planing
...... m.. surfaoa; .... .,., .-...:,,

3. The drag of the planing surface Wz (push-rod
effort) (fig. 1).

Angle B was meaeured by recording the forward and
rear trims, The wetted length I (= area of pressure
surface divided by plate width b] was obtained from pho~
tographs of the surface pushed by the water, the piotures .

. being taken by a camera mounted on the planing surfaoe,
the shutter being released meohanioally at a certain point
during the run. TO assure a check on the constancy of the
wetted length during the run, apart from the trim record,
three photographs were taken on one plate at time inter-
vals equivalent to a%out 6 meters running distance. In
fact the photo~raphs disclose two - and at times three -
contours close to each other, so that the reading may be
considered to be fairly reliable (figs. 23-25). Speed and
position of plate being practically unchanged during the
actual recording period, reduoes the conditions of the
tests to those of a stationary flow.

!l!houpright digits in figures 23-25 give the”numbers
of tho run~ They corresponded, for instance, with numbers
50, 52, and 58 on figures 23-25, to test numbers 32, 13,
and 12 of the test program in table I.

The interval between tests averaged about 20 minutes
and was long enough to praotieally return the water to a
state of rest.

3. Evaluation of tho Experiments

Thie-timo interval was employed for evaluating the
tests - i.e., for dovolop3ng the films, in order to asoor- -
taln tho wetted length, obtain the angle of attack from
tho front and roar trim record, road thQ horizontal push-
rod force from the diagram, and complete the aotual run-
ning spcod, from which data and the appli.od loading weights
tho mngnltudo, position, nnd direetion of the llft resultw
ant mra obtainodo In the event that minor dovlations from
tho oontomplatod spood and from the intended plate normal
force bad caused a departure from the intondt)d load stage,
this faot was allowed for by a corrootion In tho angle of
p.ttackm For in gravity-free motion the ~gle of attack
r’emcts tho samo as tho load stage, whether the planing
surfr.co is ehort (reference 2, equation 19) or long (rof-
eronce 2,

.
equation 21).

.
-—- -
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4. Exporimontal Accuracy

AeJ regards the accuracy of the test values, it may be
stated that the errors in the dete~mination of the angle
of attack are less than 1/10 degree, and that the actually
cttained speed was, at the most, 1.5 percent at variamce
vlth the purpoced speed, The foreo measurement was prac-
tier.lly free from error, nlthough occasionally some very
small , inovltable waves In the tank made tho measurement
of the nottod length on short plates quite difficult, par-
ticularly as an error in reading here of even a few mil-
llmctcrs, spelled an appreciable error in the determina-
tion of the position of the lift resultants. Elastlc
strains of the balanco rroro allowed for in the evaluation.

PART III

. Note on Winter?s Experiments

Winter~s test data are reproduced in figures 26 and
27. Hr.ving beveled off, for the purpose of better adher-
once of flot7, the leading and trailing edges of the plates,
equl~nlont in effect to a pl~,te curvature, the curves do
not pass through the zero point. The effect of this ini-
tial cur~aturo was neutralized by placing the abscissa
through the point of Intersection of the curms with the
oi-dina,toaxis (figs. 28 and 29). The d~shed lines in fig-
uro 29 give the CP,-P values according to tho theory for
very (infinitely) small angle of ,nttack. They wero ob-
tained from

from which follows
,,

.

The c -P values of figure 28, rcforred to the leading
edgo o? tho nlate, vere convorted for the plaming surface
analysis to ~he trailing edge as roferenco point (fig. 30).
Figures 29 and 30 show the curves on which the planing
surface evaluation had been %ased.

Translation by J. Vanior,
National Advisory Committee
for Aoronautlcs.

--- —— — .—..—..- ,—.- , - . ,-, , , . , ,. ,— ,
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I V- S,4&5m/s R=Okg ~=

20 4,18
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33 4,02
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6,40
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Figure l.- Test quantities used in
experiment. ~= forward

planing surface loading.’GH= rear
planing surface loading.
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Figure,5.- Velocity distribution
of turbulent flow at

planing surface.

Figure 6.- Effective angle of attack
enlarged byA~w as result

of turbulent flow on the planing sur-
face.

‘es 2,3,4.-

Test

data

for

different

load

edges.

Figure 7.- ca %ainst p
for different

~ Compared with Winterls
airfoil measurements.

Figure 8.- F1OW

around
flat airfoil.

Planing Airfoil
surface

,+*

w--- ‘-
m.=;pbz$ d” P bz~

Figure 9.- Flow pattern perpendicu-
lar to direction of

flow on long planing surface and
airfoil.
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Planing s~face
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Figures 10,11.- Water contour on planing
surface and vortex sur-

face on airfoil in a section perpendicu-
lar to flow direction.
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Yigure 12*- Calculation and chart
Of liftretio p’~ain~t

t/b for different P ~~ asPect ~-
tiom.
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) Figure 13.- Flow pact flat and

t pi-ix Surface.
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Figures 17,18,19.-
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against
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a, Glass plate with holder.”
b, Camera.. .
c, Horizontal push rod with electric

contact.

J. N\L

m! Direction
~,*, —of run

Fig&e 22.- Experimental

d,
e,
f,
gt
h,
i,
k,
1,
m.

Forward suspension.
~~ loading(weight
11 unloading.
“ damping.

Rear suspension(push
It loading.
II unloading.
“ d.ampin&.

Front trim record.
ni Rear W II

●

o, Drag record.

holder).

rod).

set-up with high-speed carriage.
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.

1

Figure 20.- Installation of planing Figure 21.- Experimental set-up with
surface. high-speed carriage.

I,,‘..’

Figures 23,24,25.- Photogra.phsof surface pushed by water.
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Figure 26.- Winterls airfoil with bevelled leading and
trailing edge(ca against B).
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I ‘ ‘ ‘“‘- ~Airfoil measurement
0.4 -– referred to leadlng

edge●
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Figure 28.-
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ifinterteairfoil Lta following elimination
of leading and trailing edge bevel(cm againet 6
leading edge).
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Figure 29.- Winterss airfoil &ta following elimination
of leading and trailing edge bevel(~ against B

referred to leading edge).
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